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Aircraft Building: Details, Details
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Nuts & Bolts



Aircraft Building AFTER SPRAYING THE BASE color, applying the trim colors and N-number are the next steps in our airplane painting process. Most builders use white for their base color because it reflects the sun’s heat and helps keep the airplane cool, which is especially important for composite airplanes. Trim colors add life and individuality to the aircraft’s appearance, but do not start masking their outlines until the base coat is dry. Masking



warmer, 12 hours will probably be sufficient. To make sure, apply some tape to a small, out of the way area, and then remove it several hours later. If the test causes no damage, you’re ready to mask your trim colors. Because you must mask each trim color individually, most builders create a design with no more than two different trim colors (unless they’re masochists). If you haven’t already, design your paint scheme on copies of the three-view drawings that came with your plans or kit. When you decide on the design you like, you can transfer it to your aircraft using skip marks (marks every few feet). Before transferring the design to the airframe, decide which color you’ll apply first, and in what area. Laying them out can be a chore, so get someone to assist you. If you know EAAers or others with previous painting experience, they’ll be helpful at this stage because it takes a lot of measuring and marking (do not use a permanent marker) to make both sides of the aircraft are uniform and symmetrical. Use top quality masking tape. 3M fine line tape is designed for trim colors and will give better results than regular masking tape. Halfinch tape pulls smoothly around curved areas, but if you have tight curves or circles, use 1/4-inch tape. Keep some tension on the tape as you apply it according to your markings, and mask everything that will receive that trim color. Attention to detail is the key to good trim, and so is taking your time. Don’t rush! Professional painters will lay out one side of a fuselage and then trace the design



Details, Details Applying trim colors and decals RON ALEXANDER tape will not damage polyurethane paint that has cured between 12 and 24 hours, depending on the temperature and humidity. Polyurethane takes longer to cure in cooler temperatures; if it’s 80°F or



Above, blue 3M fine line tape is ideal for defining color stripes. The finer the width of the tape, the easier it is to mask curves. Left, use good quality painter’s paper or butcher paper to mask the alreadypainted portions of the airplane and protect it from overspray. Never use newspaper for masking.
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on paper to transfer it to the other side, using rivet heads, measurements from door frames, etc., to ensure the exact same pattern on both sides. Once you’re satisfied with the trim masking, go back over the tape with a plastic or rubber squeegee. This will press the tape firmly onto the surface that is to be sprayed. Next, protect the areas that won’t receive the trim color with a good quality butcher paper or masking paper. Do not use newspaper; the paint will bleed through. Attach the paper to every inch of trim tape using 1-inch masking tape. When you’ve finished this step, to protect your base coat from overspray, cover every exposed part of the airplane with paper or plastic.



Attention to detail is the key to good



oughly and apply two or three coats to the desired area. Looking at the coverage will determine how many coats you needed. Red, yellow, and orange trim colors will sometimes require up to five coats for good coverage. Carefully remove the paper and masking tape when the trim color is no longer tacky, which usually takes several hours. Then remove the fine line tape by carefully pulling it at a



45-degree angle into (or toward) the trim color paint. Take your time and go slowly so you do not damage the fresh paint. If your paint scheme includes a second trim color, repeat the entire trim preparation process after the first time color has cured. Vinyl striping is another way to trim your airplane when the builder wants a fine line (1 inch or less) accent color. Applying it takes less time than prepping and shooting a



Answer: Yes you do!* * Question: Do I need one of these? Find out why at:



www.ellison-tbi.com



Carburetors You Can Bank On! Ellison Fluid Systems Inc. • 350 Airport Way • Renton, WA 98055 • 425-271-3220



trim, and so is taking your time. Don’t rush! To ensure good adhesion of the trim color, scuff-sand the trim area with a 400-grit abrasive—but beware of your trim tape. Abrasive papers normally are not effective next to the tape without damaging the tape; use a fine mesh ScotchBrite pad and carefully go over the areas along the masking tape edge. With your masking complete, it’s time to start mixing and spraying paint. Start with your base color. Applying the base color to the trim area before the trim color seals the edges of the fine line tape, and making any bleed through virtually invisible. Before you apply this coat, go over the tape with your squeegee one last time. After spraying one coat of the base color, mix the trim color thorSport Aviation
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For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org



Aircraft Building



“GIVE YOUR INSTRUMENT PANEL THE ULTIMATE ENHANCEMENT” Glare Shield Lighting with Blackout Protection



Panel Lighting with Blackout Protection Custom Instrument Panels • Exotic Real Wood • Carbon Fiber • Machined Plastic



Aero Enhancements, Inc. 636-527-2120, Toll Free: 1-888-821-AERO FAX: 636-256-0370 (2376) www.aeroenhancements.com For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org



Top, wider blue 3M tape is used to mask finer stripes within a color panel. Bottom, regular masking tape is used to attach the protective paper to the aircraft. trim color, but applying the vinyl can be a challenge if you’ve never done it before. If you’re a novice, practice on another surface before striping your airplane. N-Numbers & Decals Your aircraft needs an N-number, and it must comply with the regulations spelled out in Federal Aviation Regulation Part 45. In short, N-numbers must be legible, in a color that is in contrast to the background, and attached by a permanent means. In most cases, airplanes must display their N-number on both sides of the vertical tail or fuselage, and standard-category fixedwing aircraft must have 12-inch high numbers. FAR 45.29 allows amateur-built experimental aircraft to use 3-inch high N-numbers if their maximum cruising speed doesn’t exceed 180 knots calibrated airspeed. Cruise faster than this and you need 12-inch numbers. If you’re building a replica, Part 45 provides all the Nnumber details and requirements. In addition, homebuilts must display “experimental” in 2-to-6-inch letters near the entrance to the cabin or cockpit. 102
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Regardless of the height, the numbers/letters must be two-thirds as wide as they are high, except the number 1, which must be one-sixth as wide as it is high, and the letters M and W, which may be as wide as they are high. Characters must be formed by solid lines one-sixth as thick as the character is high, and the space between each character may not be less than one-fourth of the character width. To apply your N-number, you use a decal or a stencil (also called a “paint mask”). A number of companies cut stencils and make decals, and each method has its advantages and disadvantages. Decals are easier to apply but may deteriorate over time. Painted numbers last the life of the paint job, but getting a clean line with a stencil is challenging. The easiest solution is to have a company custom make a decal or stencil for your N-number. They are usually machine cut in one piece with the letters and numbers properly spaced. If you opt for a pressure-sensitive decal, temporarily attach it to the airplane with masking tape to ensure it’s where you want it, and then apply it according to the directions. If you’re using decals or characters with an adhesive backing, here’s a technique many professionals use. They fill 10 percent of a regular size spray bottle with isopropyl alcohol, add a few drops of dishwashing detergent, and then fill the rest of the bottle with water. After removing the N-number’s protective backing, they spray this mixture on the adhesive. It keeps the glue from immediately sticking to the airplane, giving them time to adjust the decal to its exact position. Once in place, leave it alone. The alcohol will help the water dry more rapidly, and once it has dried the glue will take effect. This procedure also works well for radome boots and leading edge tapes. Most stencils also have an adheSport Aviation
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sive backing, but it’s not permanent. Before spraying over the stencil, remember to seal the edges with a squeegee and mask the adjacent areas to protect them from overspray. As you did with the trim color, shoot a coat of base color first, to seal the stencil’s edges. Let it dry a few minutes then spray on the contrasting N-number color. Let it



dry until it is no longer tacky, and then carefully remove the stencil. You’ve now completed painting your airplane. It’s quite an accomplishment, and you’ll want to stand back and admire your handiwork and the freshly painted surface. Next month we will discuss sanding and buffing to achieve a mirror finish.



For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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If the test caus- es no damage, you're ready to mask your trim colors. Because you must mask each trim color individually, most builders create a design with no.
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Construction Details of Light Aircraft Wings 
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Construction Details of Light Aircraft Fuselages 
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It was subsequently sold to Samuel L Schen, MD, a fashionable Park Avenue physician, and then to one C R. Bradshaw, of Delphi, Indiana, whose ownership is ...
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